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A B S T R A C T

Recent environmental footprint comparisons between meat and plant-based meat analogues do not consider nutritional density holistically, nor the high carbon opportunity costs (COC) of land requirements, which are critical in terms of climate stabilisation targets. We performed an attributional life cycle assessment (LCA) of a 100 g serving of cooked protein balls (PPBs) made from peas (Pisum sativum), and Swedish-style beef meatballs (MBs) made from Irish or Brazilian beef. Per serving, PPB production and consumption was associated with lower environmental burdens across all 16 categories assessed. Global warming, acidification, and land use burdens of PPBs were at least 85%, 81%, and 89% smaller, respectively, than MBs. The scale of environmental advantage was sensitive to the allocation method, with biophysical allocation across cattle co-products decreasing MB burdens by at least 35%, 38%, and 46% in the acidification, climate change, and land use categories, respectively. Furthermore, PPBs have a higher nutritional density than MBs, and hence their environmental footprint per unit of nutrition was considerably lower across all 16 impact categories. Per Nutrient Density Unit, global warming, acidification, and land use burdens of PPBs were at least 89%, 87%, and 93% smaller, respectively, than MBs. Results were tested with Monte Carlo simulations and a modified null hypothesis significance test, which supported the main findings. Finally, when COC of land was factored in, the climate advantage of PPBs extended greatly. Assuming MBs equivalent to just 5% of German beef consumption are replaced by PPBs, total carbon savings including COC could amount to 8 million tonnes CO2e annually, an amount equal to 1% of Germany’s annual GHG emissions. Therefore, this study highlights the potential of PPBs to meet health and climate neutrality objectives.

Crown Copyright © 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The European Union set a target in September 2020 to become the first climate-neutral continent by 2050, and achieve a 55% reduction of net GHG emissions by 2030 from 1990 levels (European Commission, 2020a). The food sector is currently responsible for 26% of total GHG emissions worldwide (Crippa et al., 2021), and is therefore a key area in which finding sustainable alternatives is crucial to mitigate the associated environmental footprint. Furthermore, food production dominates global land use, in competition with alternative land uses such as forestry that are increasingly being promoted to address biodiversity and climate crises (Arnett et al., 2019). At the same time, European diets differ from national dietary recommendations, resulting in more than 50% of individuals being overweight and more than 20% obese (WHO, n.d.). The Farm to Fork strategy is at the centre of the European Green deal, and aims to build “fair, healthy and environmentally-friendly food systems” (European Union, 2020). Delivering nutrition with a minimal environmental impact on the environment is therefore key.
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In addition to GHG emissions, processes of enteric fermentation during feed digestion and manure management are important sources of methane emission globally, through the production of synthetic N fertiliser (Stagnani et al., 2017; Wagner, 2011; Westhoek H. et al., 2016). A study by Harwatt et al. (2017) showed that replacing beef calories and protein intake by grain legume consumption in the United States would accomplish between half to three quarters of the 2020 GHG emissions reduction target and free nearly half of US cropland. However, consumers are reluctant to reduce meat consumption (Macdiarmid et al., 2016). Indeed, global diets have changed considerably since the 1960s. More calories are being consumed per person, and the proportion of fat and animal protein consumed has increased significantly with wealth. In contrast, the consumption of plant protein has remained static with increasing GDP. This has led to a marked decline in the healthiness of diets as personal wealth increases (Williams et al., 2020).

Current legume consumption in Europe represents just 1% of daily energy intake (FAO, 2019b; Williams et al., 2020). However, the growth of innovative legume-based food products that emulate meat products in terms of flavour and texture offers a potential sustainable diet transition that requires little consumer effort while meeting protein demand. The popularity of these products is increasing worldwide, and the meat substitute market is expected to reach USD 140 billion by 2029, ten times higher than IGV, 2019 (Statista, 2019). One such substitute product is the plant-based ‘meatball.’ Meatballs are a popular dish globally, and countries have their own variations in terms of key ingredients that typically include beef, veal, pork, spices, and breadcrumbs. In 2015, IKEA sold 2.9 million Swedish-style meatballs every day (IKEA, 2015). Our study is the first LCA of vegetarian protein balls, a meat alternative that has fewer processed ingredients than meatless burger patties, and are hence potentially healthier. Further, this study evaluates environmental impacts in terms of nutrition provided, and carbon opportunity costs.

Existing literature has evaluated the comparative environmental footprints of some legume and beef products. Smetana et al. (2015) compared the environmental footprints of common meat substitutes, using mass, energy, and protein functional units (FU), while Zhu and Van Ierland (2003) used a protein FU only. Davis et al. (2010) compared the environmental impacts of different protein sources using a meal as a FU. While Zhu and Van Ierland (2003) used a protein FU only, Davis et al. (2010) compared the environmental impact of producing 57 different meat analogues, looking at GHG emissions only and using weight was a FU. However, the use of FUs that take into account more complete aspects of nutrition has not been used in LCA studies of meat analogues versus meat. Sustainable nutrition is evaluated in this study through the use of the Nutrient Density Unit as a FU, as first proposed by Van Dooren (2016) and used in Saget et al. (2020). This FU allows the comparison of different types of protein balls on a basis of what modern diet formulations focus on: environmental sustainability and nutrition (Donati et al., 2016; Lawrence et al., 2015; Willett et al., 2019).
Beef from contrasting global export regions is considered to represent trade in these food commodities. However, the recent free trade agreement with the Mercosur is likely to compromise the achievement of carbon reduction targets, due to illegal deforestation that may contaminate the increased EU imports of Brazilian beef (Rajao et al., 2020). At present, Brazilian beef already represents up to 40% of European beef imports (Askew, 2020), with 200,000 tonnes of beef imported from the Mercosur every year (European Commission, 2020b). Germany is a major importer of Brazilian beef. IGV, 2019, the country imported 12.9 thousand tonnes of beef. The production of animal-based food also represents a substantial carbon opportunity cost (COC), due to the potential of carbon sequestration by land restoration (Hayek et al., 2020).

This study goes beyond the scope of previous food footprint comparisons to explore the consequences of different land requirements in the context of targets for Net Zero GHG emissions in the second half of this century (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2019), using the carbon opportunity cost method recently proposed by Searchinger et al. (2018).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Goal, scope, and boundary definition

This study is a comparative assertion of the overall environmental impacts arising from consumption of Pea Protein Balls (PPBs) produced in Germany with conventional beef meatballs (MBs) produced in Germany using Brazilian (BR) or Irish (IE) beef, accounting for their respective nutritional values. The aim was to assess the relative advantages and disadvantages of the three products by performing an attributional LCA. The open source software OpenLCA v1.10.2 (GreenDelta, 2020) was used to calculate the environmental footprint of the three products from cradle to fork, using Agri-footprint v3.0 (Durlinger et al., 2017) and Ecoinvent v3.6 (Wernet et al., 2016) international databases. Agri-footprint (Durlinger et al., 2017) is a life cycle inventory database specialised in the food and agricultural sector, and Ecoinvent v3.6 (Wernet et al., 2016) is a life cycle inventory database covering extensively numerous fields (electricity generation, chemicals production, recycling, agricultural processes, etc.). In accordance with the ILCD handbook (JRC, 2010), identical product use and patterns were analysed, and the same life cycle stages were included. Packaging recycling was excluded from the system boundaries, as it was assumed to be similar in both cases. Primary data on the German PPBs were collected from IGV GmbH, a company specialising in food and feed processing located in the Potsdam-Mittelmark district (IGV, accessed 12/2019). Data on processing of beef and other ingredients to produce the MBs were adapted from Biswas and Naude (2016) and modelled as though the beef meatballs were produced in Germany, to align with the PPB geographical production.

As nutritional delivery is a key function of food, two FUs were used: a serving-based FU, 100 g cooked protein balls, and a nutritional FU, the Nutrient Density Unit (NDU) (Van Dooren, 2016) of cooked protein balls. Both economic and physical allocation was performed for beef co-products and pea co-products. Biophysical allocation, which allocates burdens to co-products based on their metabolic energy requirements, was also performed for MBs (BR and IE) as a sensitivity analysis. The aim of biophysical allocation is to allocate based on physical and causal relationships between co-products, to offer an alternative to economic allocation, since the latter can be subject to market fluctuations (Sandin et al., 2015). Physical allocation based on mass was performed for the pea dehulling and fractionation co-products in PPBs as a comparison.

Fig. 1 illustrates the system boundaries and manufacturing steps for the cradle to fork assessment of PPBs and MBs (BR and IE). The LCA methodology followed the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) guidelines (European Commission, 2018) for the agricultural, distribution (40% distributed in Germany, 40% in Europe, and 20% outside Europe), storage and cooking stages. End of Life (EoL) was excluded from the boundaries, as it was considered to be the same across all products. Environmental impacts of the three alternatives were compared across sixteen environmental impact categories recommended in PEF guidelines (European Commission, 2018). Results were then normalised using global per person environmental loadings recommended in the PEF guide. This was done to facilitate interpretation of impact scores.

A Monte Carlo analysis with 1000 runs was performed in OpenLCA v1.10.2 (GreenDelta, 2020) for each of the three products across all sixteen categories for all scenarios: baseline, NDU FU, no beef transport, and biophysical allocation. The majority of parameters used an underlying lognormal distribution but in some places the default normal distribution was used. The negative Monte Carlo results were set to zero, as advised by Muller et al. (2016). A modified Null Hypothesis Significance Test (NHST), as presented in Mendoza Beltran et al. (2018) was implemented, after being identified as the most appropriate uncertainty statistics method for interpreting our propagated uncertainty LCA outcomes. The hypothesis “the different production systems delivering protein balls are associated with different environmental impacts” was tested statistically. The null hypothesis tested assumed that the environmental impacts of the inventory of the different production systems were equal. We applied the Bonferroni correction of the significance level to exclude false positives, as \( \alpha = 0.05/48 = 0.001042 \). The 48 factor stands for the sixteen environmental impact categories and for the three pairs of alternatives. All threshold values were tested with an effect size (\( \delta \)) of 0.2. The results that were consistent across all scenarios were recorded.

2.2. Nutrient density unit functional unit

The Nutrient Density Unit (NDU) FU was applied following Van Dooren (2016) formula (1):

\[
\text{NDU} = \frac{\text{EFA} \times (\text{DV}_{\text{EFA}})}{(3 \times \text{DV}_{\text{EFA}})} + \frac{\text{Prot} \times (\text{DV}_{\text{Prot}})}{(3 \times \text{DV}_{\text{Prot}})} + \frac{\text{Fibre} \times (\text{DV}_{\text{Fibre}})}{(3 \times \text{DV}_{\text{Fibre}})}
\]

where:

- \( \text{EFA} \) is the amount of essential fatty acids in 100 g of product, expressed in grams.
- \( \text{Prot} \) is the amount of protein in 100 g of product, expressed in grams.
- \( \text{Fibre} \) is the amount of fibre in 100 g of product, expressed in grams.

\( \text{DV}_{\text{EFA}} \) is the recommended daily value intake of essential fatty acids, expressed in grams. 
\( \text{DV}_{\text{Prot}} \) is the recommended daily value intake of protein, expressed in grams. 
\( \text{DV}_{\text{Fibre}} \) is the recommended daily value intake of fibre, expressed in grams. 
\( \delta \) is the amount of kilocalories in 100 g of product, expressed in kilocalories.

Nutritional data for PPBs and MBs (BR and IE) were obtained from analyses undertaken by the Catholic University of Porto (Portugal). Details of the nutritional analysis method are recorded in Section 1 of the Appendix. The nutritional composition for MBs and PPBs and calculated NDUs of cooked PPBs and MBs (JE and BR)
are recorded in Table 1. The simplicity of the NDU is a major advantage, requiring few nutritional analyses when compared with more extensive FUs, such as the Nutrient Rich Foods index 11.3 (Fulgoni et al., 2009), while still correlating with them (Saget et al., 2020).

Even though net protein assimilation is similar amongst adults regardless of whether the protein comes from plants or animals (WHO, 2007), and PPBs and MBs are present in countries in which protein is not a limiting nutrient, we calculated the NDU of PPB with adjusted protein digestibility, assuming all protein in the PPBs come from peas for simplicity. The protein digestibility of pea protein concentrate is 92% (Gilani and Lee, 2003), which makes the
Table 1
Summary of nutritional composition and Nutrient Density Units of pea protein balls and Swedish-style meatballs (from Irish or Brazilian beef) cooked, per 100 g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PPBs</th>
<th>MBs (BR and IE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content per 100 g cooked</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy (kcal)</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein (g)</td>
<td>22.33</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary fibre (g)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFA (g)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDU</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDU (adjusted)</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amount of protein available in the PPB 20.5 g per 100 g cooked PPBs, versus 22.33 g when not adjusted. The resulting NDU of adjusted protein digestibility for PPBs is 1.85, versus 1.96 for PPBs when protein digestibility was not accounted for, as shown in Table 1.

2.3. Pea protein balls and meatballs inventory

The three products assessed in this study are shown in Fig. 2: Pea Protein Balls (PPB) made in Germany with German peas, Swedish-style meatballs made in Germany with Brazilian beef (MB (BR)), and Swedish-style meatballs made in Germany with Irish beef (MB (IE)). These products reflect globally important and contrasting beef systems that supply export markets, to Germany and beyond. Brazil is the largest global exporter of beef, and Brazilian beef systems are diverse but dominated by low-input, low-output production across vast areas of degraded pastures. Meanwhile, Irish beef systems based on productive pastures with grazing through most of the year are considered to be amongst the most sustainable beef systems in Europe, with comparatively low carbon footprints (Leip et al., 2010). Irish beef cattle can be completed on grass with minimum concentrate feed inputs (Teagasc, 2020), and may be awarded a protected geographical indication status in Europe as “Irish grass-fed beef” (The Irish Times, 2020). Over 90% of Irish beef produced is exported, largely into the rest of Europe.

To assess water scarcity, Ecoinvent v3.5 electricity mixes (Wernet et al., 2016) were used instead of those of v3.6, due to an identified issue with the latter. Unrealistic water scarcity burdens were otherwise associated to the electricity use, as AWARE from EF method (adapted) was associating global water scarcity factors to the input water flows, and regional water scarcity factors to the output water flows. Instead, X and -X factors would normally to be attributed to input and output water flows for electricity (hydro-power), respectively, as in Ecoinvent v3.5 (Wernet et al., 2016). Full recipes of the PPBs and MBs were recorded in Section 4 of the Appendix. Inputs and outputs for all processes involved in the life cycle of 100 g of cooked MBs and PPBs, from cradle to fork, were recorded and are included in full in Section 3 of the Appendix. MBs were made of beef, onions, garlic, vegetable oil, salt, soy protein, and water. Further details on the MBs inventory were recorded in Section 4 of the Appendix. PPBs were made of peas, potato starch, sugar, chives, onions, paprika, cornflakes, salt, and water. Production of PPBs included dehulling, milling, micronisation, fractionation, and extrusion. All details on the PPBs inventory were recorded in Section 5 of the Appendix. Geographical locations for all steps from cattle rearing to sale of final products are recorded in Fig. 2. Transport distances were modelled following PEF guidelines, including sea-transport distance calculations (Searates, accessed 01/2020). As mentioned above, the scenario MB (BR) is likely to take place in reality, due to Brazil being a major beef exporter to Germany, and the probability of this scenario happening will increase with the recent trade agreement between the Mercosur and the EU. Nevertheless, a sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the importance of transport of beef in the life cycle of MB (IE and BR).

2.4. Carbon opportunity cost calculations

The COC factors of crops and livestock used in this study were extracted from the carbon loss method presented in Searchinger et al. (2018), and were applied to the recipe ingredients for the PPBs and MBs recorded in Tables A1 and A2 of the Appendix. The carbon loss method calculates the COC with the global carbon loss from native vegetation and soils caused by producing a certain crop and divides it by the global annual production of this crop. The ingredients’ COC were then summed proportionally to match the recipes. The COC for a 100 g serving and for one NDU of MBs and PPBs was multiplied by the corresponding factors to match the economic or physical allocation approaches. These were added to the production GHG emissions, and reported as a separated COC-inclusive GWP footprint.

Following the extrapolation scenario in which it is assumed that 5% of the beef consumed in Germany is processed into MBs, the COC involved with the consumption of MBs was determined using the COC calculation described above. This COC was multiplied by the average beef consumption per capita in Germany and the German population. To this was added the COC of the corresponding amounts of other ingredients to make the MBs. The COC was also calculated for an equal weight of PPBs using the same approach in order to calculate the potential COC saving associated with a simple 5% substitution of beef, in the form of MBs, with PPBs.

3. Results

3.1. General results

Across all scenarios, the burdens of PPBs were statistically significantly lower than those of MBs (IE and BR) across the
acidiﬁcation, climate change, marine and terrestrial eutrophication, land use, photochemical ozone formation, resource use energy carriers and minerals and metals, and respiratory inorganics categories. The modiﬁed NHST results with the Bonferroni correction common to all scenarios were recorded in Table A8 of the Appendix. All Monte Carlo simulations and modiﬁed NHST results were recorded in the Microsoft Excel workbooks in the Supplementary Data.

The economically-allocated environmental impact results for the sixteen categories are recorded in Table 2. The results per 100 g cooked MBs (BR and IE) and PPBs, and per NDU are shown. In terms of 100 g cooked balls, the PPBs have the lowest environmental burdens across all impact categories, irrespective of whether the beef comes from Ireland or from Brazil. The environmental burdens of PPBs were statistically signiﬁcantly lower than those of MBs across 11 categories out of 16 when comparing PPBs to MBs (IE), and across 12 categories out of 16 when comparing PPBs to MBs (BR) (Supplementary Data). In terms of climate change, land use, and eutrophication, the impact of MBs (IE) is between 4 and 34 times that of PPBs, and for MBs (BR), it is between 3 and 31 times that of PPBs (Table 2). Brazilian beef meatballs were shown to perform better than those from Irish beef across 11 out of 15 categories, including resource use energy carriers, and the three eutrophication categories. However, MB (BR) was associated with 40% more GHG emissions than MB (IE).

Relative results normalised per person equivalents per NDU are recorded in Fig. 3. Besides the commonly highlighted higher climate change and land use burdens involved with beef production, this study provided a larger overview of the other relative impacts on the environment. Notably, the comparatively higher marine (53% higher than a serving of MB with Brazilian beef) and terrestrial (3.4 times higher than a serving of MB with Brazilian beef) eutrophication involved with beef production in Ireland, as well as acidiﬁcation (2.9 times higher than a serving of MB with Brazilian beef) and respiratory inorganics (3.1 times higher than a serving of MB with Brazilian beef). These four categories were the ones with the higher person equivalent burdens, with 100 g of MB (IE) corresponding to 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.1%, and 0.1% of an average person’s annual marine eutrophication, terrestrial eutrophication, acidiﬁcation, and respiratory inorganics impacts, respectively. The main reasons for these marine eutrophication burden lie in the nitrate emissions from grass cultivation and grazing (75% of total impact). The terrestrial eutrophication burden is mainly due to ammonia emission from cattle (43% of total impact) and from grass cultivation and grazing (45% of total impact). The acidiﬁcation burden is due to ammonia emission from cattle (41% of total impact) and from grass cultivation and grazing (43% of total impact). Finally, the respiratory inorganics burdens are due to ammonia emissions from cattle (40% of total impact) and from grass cultivation and grazing (42% of total impact).

The results of the sensitivity scenario in which transport of beef was excluded was recorded in Table A9 of the Appendix. The environmental burdens associated with beef transport were not large enough to substantially reduce their difference from PPBs, excepted for in the water scarcity category (Supplementary Data). Ignoring the transport burdens reduced the climate change burden of MB (IE) by 1% and of MB (BR) by 2%. There was also a reduction between 1 and 8% across other impact categories, and an ozone depletion burden reduction of 18% for the MB (BR).

Per NDU, the differences between the PPBs and the MBs increased, as the NDU of PPBs was 19% higher than the NDU of MBs.

Table 2
Summary of economically-allocated environmental burdens for pea protein balls, meatballs (Brazil), and meatballs (Ireland), expressed per 100 g cooked product and per Nutrient Density Unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact category</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Impact per serving</th>
<th>Impact per NDU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PPB</td>
<td>MB (IE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acidiﬁcation terrestrial &amp; freshwater</td>
<td>mol H+ eq</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer human health</td>
<td>CTUh</td>
<td>1.1E-08</td>
<td>5.0E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change (w/o COC)</td>
<td>kg CO2 eq</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change + COC</td>
<td>kg CO2 eq</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecotoxicity freshwater</td>
<td>CTUe</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eutrophication freshwater</td>
<td>kg P eq</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eutrophication marine</td>
<td>kg N eq</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eutrophication terrestrial</td>
<td>mol N eq</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionising radiation, HH</td>
<td>kBq U35 eq</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use</td>
<td>Points</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-cancer human health</td>
<td>CTUh</td>
<td>6.6E-07</td>
<td>2.3E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone depletion</td>
<td>kg CFC-11 eq</td>
<td>6.5E-08</td>
<td>9.1E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photochem. ozone form.</td>
<td>kg NMOV eq</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource use, energy carriers</td>
<td>MIj</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource use mins. &amp; metals</td>
<td>kg Sb eq</td>
<td>3.4E-09</td>
<td>2.9E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory inorganics</td>
<td>disease inc.</td>
<td>2.2E-08</td>
<td>5.0E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water scarcity</td>
<td>m³ depirv.</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(IE and BR). Per NDU, in terms climate change, land use, and eutrophication, the impact of MBs (IE) was between 4.5 and 55 times that of PPBs. The Monte Carlo simulation and modified NHST supported these findings of the differences between the results per serving and per NDU (Supplementary Data). The environmental impact of PPBs per NDU with adjusted protein digestibility remained lower across all impact categories than per NDU of either MBs.

With economically allocated burdens, adding the COC to the GHG emissions of producing and consuming the three products resulted in the MBs having a climate change burden 11 and 12 times greater than that of PPBs, for MBs (IE) and MBs (BR), respectively. When using one NDU as the FU, these differences increased to 19 and 21 times greater, for MBs (IE) and MBs (BR), respectively. With (bio)physically allocated burdens, per serving, the differences were 5 and 7 times greater, for MBs (IE) and MBs (BR), respectively.

To evaluate the sensitivity of results to the allocation choice for partitioning of flows between co-products, a physical and biophysical approach was tested and compared with the aforementioned impact assessment results based on economic allocation. The environmental burdens of PPBs with physical allocation between kernels and starch co-products, starch-rich and protein-rich co-products, and MBs with biophysical allocation between beef and other cattle co-products are available in Table A10.

With a biophysical allocation factor for beef of 26.8% of total cattle production, the environmental burdens associated with production of MBs (BR and IE) were significantly reduced across most categories when compared to the same system economically-allocated. For example, the burdens of MBs (IE) when biophysical allocation was performed were between 55 and 71% smaller in the climate change, acidification, and land use categories, than when economic allocation was performed. Biophysical allocation reduced these burdens for MBs (BR) by between 36 and 46%. The environmental burdens of PPBs only decreased between 2 and 37% across all categories when economic allocation was replaced with biophysical allocation. Nonetheless, the environmental burdens of PPBs remained smaller than those of MBs (BR and IE), regardless of the allocation method.

3.2. Process contributions

Burden contributions across each stage of the value chain for PPBs and MBs (BR and IE) are recorded in Fig. 4 for all sixteen environmental impact categories. For MBs (IE and BR), production of the main ingredient (beef) is responsible for most of the impacts across all categories, except for freshwater eutrophication and ionising radiation (cooking contributed 41–57% and 85% of these burdens, respectively, along with 50–60% of total energy use). Beef production was responsible for 77–95% of total acidification, 76–82% of total climate change, 90–98% of total marine and terrestrial eutrophication, and 96–99% of total land use burdens. Acidification and terrestrial eutrophication were in part due to ammonia emission to air from cattle raising and grass production. Non-fossil methane emitted to the air from cattle was responsible for more than one third of the climate change impact. Nitrate emission to water was responsible for most of the marine eutrophication burden. Land use was mostly due to grassland occupation for pasture. The high differences in land use burdens were due to Brazilian beef cattle grazing at much lower stocking density than Irish beef cattle, often on degraded pastures, hence requiring more area. Animals are also slaughtered later, therefore generating less beef per animal (and grazed area) per year.

Large differences were revealed between cattle rearing in Brazil and Ireland across the cancer and non-cancer human health categories. The high non-cancer burden associated with Brazilian beef was due to zinc and lead emitted to the soil, while those of the cancer burden were due to emissions of chromium, nickel, lead, and cadmium to the soil. These emissions of heavy metals stem from mineral fertilisation and liming, and were regionalised to Brazil. The majority (75%) of water scarcity burdens of MBs (IE) were due to compound feed production, with oat production responsible for more than half of the burdens, and maize production for 16%. For MBs (BR), water scarcity burdens were much more spread across beef production and other ingredients’ production, with no specific process responsible for a majority of the impact. Water scarcity burdens of PPBs were mainly due to irrigation required for onion and bell pepper production. Aside from the agricultural...
stage, cooking of each product was responsible for 10–24% of the total water scarcity burdens.

Cooking was the stage contributing the most towards the environmental impacts of PPBs, with a percentage contribution of at least 20% across 10 out of 16 impact categories. It contributed to 47% of the total climate change burden and 56% of total resource use energy carriers. The second stage that contributed the most to the environmental burdens was the cultivation and processing of the other ingredients. This stage was responsible for 53% of the total marine eutrophication, and 29% of total land use. Pea cultivation had a low share of burdens across all categories, except marine eutrophication for which it was responsible for 22% of the total, and land use for 57%. Across the other categories, its contribution was less than 7%. The burdens associated with cooking were higher for MBs due to a longer cooking time and different cooking instructions.

3.3. Extrapolated scenario impacts

With a consumption of 10 kg of beef on average per capita (Statista, 2020) and a population of more than 83 million inhabitants in 2018 (FAOSTAT, 2020), 5% of beef consumed in Germany represents an amount of around 42 thousand tons. Extrapolating this as the amount of MBs (IE) produced and consumed amounts to a climate change burden of 2.0 million tons CO2 equivalent, and for MBs (BR) 2.7 million tons CO2 equivalent. For a same weight of protein balls, the corresponding climate change impact of PPBs was of 216 thousand tons CO2 equivalent, 90% smaller than the climate change burden of the corresponding amount of MBs (IE) and 93% smaller than that of MBs (BR).

With a COC of 144 kg CO2 equivalent per kg of beef (Searchinger et al., 2018), the COC of just 5% of German beef consumption (in meatballs) would be 5.6 million tonnes CO2 equivalent a year. A COC
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Fig. 4. Process contributions of pea protein balls and meatballs (Irish and Brazilian) across the 16 impact categories.
of 10.5 kg CO\textsubscript{2} equivalent per kg fresh weight of pulses (Searchinger et al., 2018) would translate into an aggregate COC of 0.3 million tonnes CO\textsubscript{2} equivalent a year for a weight of PPBs equivalent to 5% of German beef consumption in the form of MBs. Therefore, the COC saving of substituting 5% of beef consumption in Germany (as MB) with an equivalent weight of PPBs is approximately 5.3 million tonnes CO\textsubscript{2} equivalent a year. Including the lower emissions from PPB production, the total emission saving of such a substitution would amount to around 7 million tonnes of CO\textsubscript{2} equivalent a year (MB IE), or 8 million tonnes CO\textsubscript{2} equivalent a year (MBs BR). Besides this, considerable savings in this scenario include a positive difference of 195–688 billion land use points, 370 to 540 quadrillion global person equivalents in resource use, energy carriers, and 6.4 to 31 quadrillion global person equivalent in terrestrial eutrophication, among others.

4. Discussion

4.1. A meatball alternative at a lower environmental cost

The working hypothesis that “a serving of PPB has a significantly overall lower environmental impact than a serving of MB (IE or BR) per unit of nutrition” was validated. The results showing that the environmental burdens of a serving of a vegetarian alternative are lower than those of a meat product are coherent with those from other studies. For example, soybean versus chicken (Smetana et al., 2015), peas versus pork (Zhu and Van Ierland, 2003), soy burger versus beef (Khan et al., 2019), pea burger versus beef (Heller and Keoleian, 2018) and versus pork (Davis et al., 2010). However, Davis et al. (2010) found that the pea burger required around the same amount of energy than other meat products, due to high energy requirements for processing. We present an example of how a vegetarian meat analogue can also require less energy using few ingredients and little processing. Moreover, PPBs are a pilot product from IGV GmbH and are not commercialised yet, thus energy efficiency may improve when produced at a larger scale.

Growing peas in Germany appears to be associated with a low environmental impact when compared with other processes in the value chains assessed here, as shown by the contribution analysis. Cooking at the consumer’s house was the main contributor of the overall environmental impact of PPBs, while cattle rearing was the main contributor to the overall environmental impact of MBs. For all three products, cooking was found to be a major contributor across the freshwater eutrophication (between 41% and 72% of total impact), ionising radiation human health (between 77% and 85% of total impact), ozone depletion (between 31% and 44% of total impact), and resource use energy carriers (between 50% and 63% of total impact). Water scarcity burdens were high for onion irrigation, which represent 12% of the PPBs in weight. However secondary data was used, and irrigation may not be required in northern countries like Germany as it would in Mediterranean countries (Abdelkhalik et al., 2019).

In their study comparing the climate change impact of beef with cultured meat, Lynch and Pierrehumbert (2019) questioned the relevance of standard GWP\textsubscript{100} values used in most environmental foot-printing studies. They claimed that because beef production emits more methane, a short-lived climate forcing gas, whilst cultured meat that emits more CO\textsubscript{2}, a long-lived climate forcing gas, cultured meat could cause a greater warming effect over the very long term (1000 year scenarios) – if meat consumption and associated methane emissions decrease over time. However, the CO\textsubscript{2} emitted from processing the veggie options could potentially be compensated hundreds of times over by the alternative use of the land spared from meat production for carbon sequestration activities – as indicated by the COC method (Searchinger et al., 2018). Climate change burdens of processing 100 g of PPBs are 99.7% smaller than the COC of 100 g of MBs. The large land footprint of beef production reduces opportunity for land-based GHG offset necessary to achieve climate stabilisation (Arndt et al., 2019). Moreover, besides GHG emissions, beef production is associated with multiple environmental burdens pertinent to exceedance of planetary boundaries (Steffen et al., 2015), such as water use.

Beef production was by far the most impactful process across most impact categories, reflecting the environmental challenges posed by ruminant livestock rearing in relation to climate change, land use and reactive N losses in particular, as well documented in the literature (Estel et al., 2014). The large environmental variation of different beef production systems was captured in this study with the use of the Irish beef on one hand, and the Brazilian beef on the other hand. Beef production burdens taken from Ecoinvent v3.6 represent a market average for widely differing Brazilian cattle systems. This is representative of beef originating from Brazil, a major global exporter of beef, but masks large differences in environmental efficiency of beef production across Brazil. When compared to Irish beef, Brazilian beef has a higher land and GHG footprint, while Irish beef has higher acidification, eutrophication, and energy use. Irish beef requires more inputs, such as fertilisers, but less land, and emits less enteric methane, as shown by the FAO (2019b). These results highlight that the environmental impact of beef is very sensitive where and how it is produced, as previously indicated by Poore and Nemecek (2018), but these differences are not enough to achieve better environmental sustainability than a vegetarian alternative like PPBs.

Biophysical allocation for beef co-products greatly decreased the calculated environmental footprints of beef meatballs, though they remained considerably larger than for PPBs. For example, the burdens of MBs (IE) when biophysical allocation was performed were between 55 and 71% smaller in the climate change, acidification, and land use categories, than when economic allocation was performed. Biophysical allocation reduced these burdens for MBs (BR) by between 36 and 46%. The aim of biophysical allocation is to allocate based on physical and causal relationships between co-products, to offer an alternative to economic allocation, since the latter is subject to market fluctuations and uncertainties. However, despite biophysical allocation of beef co-products being recommended by the FAO (2016), Mackenzie et al. (2017) showed that the approach still relies on economic values of co-products. Nguyen, Van der Werf and Doreau (2012) compared economic, mass, and protein allocation in beef systems and found that results from economic allocation yielded the smallest differences with the other allocation methods, suggesting that economic allocation was a suitable allocation reference. In any case, results demonstrate the particular sensitivity of beef product footprints to choice of allocation method, which should be explored making comparisons with plant-based alternatives. The environmental burdens of PPBs only decreased between 2 and 37% across all categories when economic allocation was replaced with mass allocation. Therefore in this study, a physical allocation approach instead of an economic one decreased the environmental burdens of all three types of protein balls and had a greater reduction impact on the beef products than the pea product.

Besides the commonly highlighted higher climate change and land use burdens involved with beef production, this study provides a comprehensive overview of other important impacts on the environment, underlining the significantly higher marine, terrestrial eutrophication, acidification, and respiratory inorganics burdens involved with production of Irish beef due to ammonia emissions from cattle and grass cultivation and grazing. The high respiratory inorganics burden for the MBs (IE) adds on to the negative impacts on human health from overconsumption of red
meat. Respiratory inorganics are one of the major environmental factors damaging human health, and are linked to respiratory and cardiovascular morbidity, mortality, lung cancer, and diabetes, amongst others (Fanta Ke et al., 2015).

Restoring the land currently occupied by cattle holds great potential in storing atmospheric CO₂. Our model shows that there is a 5.3 million tons CO₂ equivalent a year difference between 5% of beef consumption in Germany and the same weight in PPBs for only CO₂. This amount is equal to 1% of Germany’s annual GHG emissions (when including international aviation and excluding land use change and forestry) in 2018 (Eurostat, 2020a).

4.2. Delivering nutrition at a lower environmental cost

Besides the potential for mitigating the environmental burdens of food production and consumption, identifying healthier food options in developed countries is an urgent matter, with unhealthy diets representing a greater risk to morbidity and mortality than the sum of unsafe sex, alcohol, drug and tobacco use (Willett et al., 2019). Using a nutrient density unit as a functional unit provides a simple approach to compare the environmental efficiency of nutrition delivered by different foods, in this case protein balls made from primarily beef or peas. This is the first time in the literature that a more complete nutritional FU (as opposed to protein or calorie content individually) was used to compare meat alternatives. Existing LCA studies of meat alternatives have been so far limited by the use of a serving size or single aspect FU only, constraining their conclusiveness regarding the environmental efficiency of wider nutrition. The use of a nutrient density FU such as the NDU when evaluating different food alternatives, and for formulating diets in developed areas such as Europe, is a major advance when compared to using a simple serving size FU. Further research should be undertaken on consumer behaviour, specifically on whether an environmental sustainability label on unhealthy foods incites certain individuals to purchase these.

The choice of the NDU followed Saget et al. (2020), and is a practical approach based on analysis of a few crucial nutrients that correlate with the more extensive index of the Nutrient Rich Foods Index (NRF) 12.3, which includes all the nutrient of NRF 11.3, plus essential fatty acids: protein, fibre, vitamins A, C, E, B₁₂, calcium, iron, magnesium, potassium zinc, added sugars, saturated fats, and sodium (Fulgoni et al., 2009), Sønnessen et al. (2017) claim that comparing plant and animal-based foods should be done on a protein digestibility basis. Adjusting for protein digestibility in the PPBs did not affect the NDU significantly, nor the comparative environmental performance between pea- and beef-derived protein balls.

Although the NDU correlates with the NRF 12.3 (Saget et al., 2020), which takes into account other nutrients such as added sugar, sodium, and saturated fats, the NDU does not itself consider nutrients to limit. These may be present in high amounts in processed meat alternatives. There is a general concern that these types of foods may be detrimental to health (Hu, 2011), and further study is needed to determine the comparative health disadvantages of "negative" nutrients in protein balls made from both beef and peas. The use of the NDU, however, was sufficient to show that PPBs are more nutrient-dense than MBs, thus extending their advantage over beef in terms of environmental efficiency per unit of nutrition delivered.

Despite the fact that being a healthier and more environmentally-friendly alternative to meat, consumption of PPBs and other innovative plant-based meat analogues is hindered by several factors, such as taste and texture (consumers are looking for satisfying mouthfeel), availability, and price, as they are not as easily accessible and often more expensive than industrially-produced meat (Gapper, 2018). However, plant protein products may have a further public health advantage over meat products insofar as they avoid the use of growth hormones and antibiotics used in some livestock systems.

4.3. Future context

Due to the energy decarbonisation strategy of the EU to achieve climate neutrality by 2050, the climate change burden of PPBs has a large potential to decrease considerably with the use of cleaner energy sources, whereas the substantial decrease in climate change burden of cattle remains limited in comparison. Between 2004 and 2018, the average share of electricity from renewable energy sources went from 14% to 32% (Eurostat, 2020b). Table A11 shows the environmental burdens of replacing the electricity mixes from Europe and Germany to the Swedish electricity mix. The Swedish electricity mix was chosen due to it having the highest share of “clean” energy, with 55% of its electricity coming from renewable sources (Eurostat, 2020c). Therefore, the mix represents a good example of how other European countries like Germany will evolve towards a cleaner electricity supply. The climate change footprint of a serving of PPBs went from 0.5 kg CO₂ equivalents with the current mix to 0.3 kg CO₂ equivalents with the Swedish mix, incurring a 45% reduction. The environmental burdens were also reduced across all other categories, excepted for the ionisation human health and land use ones, across which the Swedish mix had a 69% and 3% increase, respectively.

Current carbon footprint comparisons of foods may underestimate the critical importance of land requirements in the context of future climate objectives, as they do not include COCs. Land is increasingly required to offset residual emissions and achieve Net Zero Targets (Committee on Climate Change, 2019). Land use is a resource that can be potentially spared if beef production and consumption is substituted with legume products like the PPBs, with 5% of annual beef consumption in Germany used in protein balls representing a positive difference land use impact of 195 and 688 quadrillion global person equivalents. Water scarcity savings were also substantial, ranging between 1.7 and 5.8 trillion person equivalents in m³ deprivation.

4.4. Limitations

Notwithstanding the fact that life cycle inventories for Irish and Brazilian beef could only be sourced from separate databases, the respective environmental profiles correspond with an increasing body of literature on the environmental footprints of European and Latin American beef systems (Nguyen et al., 2010; Willers et al., 2017). Several studies have identified large differences in the environmental impacts of beef systems (Capper, 2012; Costa et al., 2018; Pelletier et al., 2010; Picasso et al., 2014). Picasso et al. (2014) compared five different types of systems in Uruguay and found that cattle fed with a combination of improved pasture and feedlot had the largest environmental impacts across six of seven categories assessed, and the smallest impact in the seventh category, GWP. The other systems, native grasslands, improved pasture, or a combination of grassland and improved pasture or grassland and feedlot had lower environmental impacts across the same six impact categories and had a higher GWP. Capper (2012), on the other hand, found that in the United States grass-fed systems (cow-calf, pre-grass and grass finishing) required more inputs and produced more waste than typical American systems (cow-calf, stocker, feedlot, and dairy) with or without growth enhancing technologies. Costa et al. (2018) showed that an integrated livestock-crop system production could decrease land requirement six-fold and halve GHG emissions compared to traditional systems.
Most of these results were linked with a more efficient cattle system. In this study, we deliberately looked at beef from major beef-exporting countries previously shown to span the spectrum of carbon footprints (FAO, 2018; A. Leip et al., 2010), including Brazil, which is the largest exporter of beef (Willers et al., 2017), thus evaluating a representative range of beef meatball footprints.

Other limitations of this study include the lack of background LCA data available for seasoning ingredients present in the PPBs and MBs, which could have a significant impact due to energy requirements for processing. Biswas and Naude (2016) LCA on MB and the PPB inventory did not include trace elements in the study, such as food additives. However, because trace elements were excluded in both products, the relative burdens of products were not affected.

5. Conclusions

Our approach shows the potential of combining environmental and nutritional attributes into quantitative footprints that can be used to assess sustainable food options in the food sector. Our attributional life cycle assessment of 100 g of cooked pea protein balls versus beef meatballs made from Irish or Brazilian beef from cradle to fork showed that pea protein balls have a smaller environmental impact across most impact categories assessed, regardless of the origin of the beef or the allocation method employed. Using a biophysical instead of an economic allocation approach across cattle co-products lowered significantly the environmental footprint of the meatballs. Due to their higher nutrient density, the comparative environmental advantage of pea protein balls over beef meat balls was extended when footprints were expressed per unit of nutrition.

The carbon opportunity cost associated with land occupation is usually not represented within food footprints, yet has an enormous influence on the climate impact of foods. We show that substituting 5% of Germany’s beef consumption with pea protein balls could spare enough land to offset 1% of total annual GHG emissions. Spared land could also be used to produce bio-based feedstocks supporting the transition to a bio-based circular economy. In addition to reducing GHG emissions, substitution of beef meatballs with pea protein balls could lead to large reductions in other forms of resource use and pollution, including energy demand, and reduced emission of health-impacting respiratory organics. Through holistic environmental foot-printing and accounting for carbon opportunity costs of land we demonstrate that substitution of beef meat balls with pea protein balls could play an important role on the path to climate neutrality and a more circular economy.
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